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Live updatesLive updates, [image: The car in which three sons of Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh were reportedly killed in an Israeli air strike is pictured in al-Shati camp]




Live updatesLive updates, Israeli air attack on Gaza kills sons, grandchildren of Hamas chief Haniyeh
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Published 5 minutes ago5m ago
Palestinians mourn their relatives killed by Israeli bombardments in Deir al-Balah, Gaza
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Published 20 minutes ago20m ago
US and Turkish top diplomats hold phone call: Report
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Published 35 minutes ago35m ago
WATCH: Congress cafeteria blocked by pro-Palestine protest
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Published 50 minutes ago50m ago
Killing of Haniyeh’s children, grandchildren ‘does not happen randomly’: Analyst
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Published 1 hours ago1h ago
Far-right Israeli minister says no one from Hamas ‘immune’ from Israeli attacks
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Published 1 hours ago1h ago
Qatari PM, Palestinian president offer condolences to Haniyeh: Hamas

	[image: Local residents react at a site of a Russian air strike, in Kharkiv, Ukraine]


‘Fiercest battles’ in east Ukraine; Russia warns France against deployment


‘Fiercest battles’ in east Ukraine; Russia warns France against deployment

[image: Local residents react at a site of a Russian air strike, in Kharkiv, Ukraine]


	
EU lawmakers approve sweeping overhaul of asylum and migration rules

[image: Members of European Parliament]


	
‘Steadfast despite grief’: Palestinians in Gaza mark solemn Eid al-Fitr
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Video Duration 00 minutes 53 seconds 00:53	LIVE: PSG vs Barcelona – Champions League quarterfinal


	Russia, Kazakhstan evacuate 110,000 people as record floods set to worsen


	Israeli air attack kills three sons of Hamas chief Ismail Haniyeh in Gaza


	Former Trump executive Weisselberg gets five months in jail for perjury



Must Read
	Forced from home, these Colombians struggle to live in a basketball stadium

[image: A child eating from a bowl peers out from a tent.]


	As Gaza is reduced to rubble, is Serbia secretly sending weapons to Israel?


	Kashmir’s apple orchards, millions of jobs, face threat from rail line




Explained
	Why has Arizona re-enacted a 160-year-old abortion ban?

[image: Arizona Attorney General Kris Mayes speaks to reporters at the state Capitol in Phoenix]


	Why is Canada accusing India and Pakistan of election interference?


	Why are British farmers pleading for a universal basic income?




Opinion
	[image: Jonathan Lee]For Roma, justice truly is blind






Opinion by Jonathan LeeJonathan Lee	[image: Waleed Salem]Trump and the US media’s conflict of interest




Opinion by Waleed SalemWaleed Salem
Watch Latest Videos
	Wartime Eid begins for Palestinians in Gaza
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Video Duration 03 minutes 03 seconds 03:03	Mexico releases footage of police storming Ecuador embassy

[image: A view shows cctv footage of Ecuador security forces raiding Mexican embassy in Ecuador]





Video Duration 00 minutes 58 seconds 00:58	Eid prayers by Palestinians in Gaza and Al-Aqsa
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Video Duration 00 minutes 53 seconds 00:53	Biden says Israel’s Netanyahu ‘mistaken’ on Gaza
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How Taiwan learned from the past to reduce the risk from earthquakes

Improvements to buildings and emergency response helped limit the impact when a 7.2 magnitude quake struck Taiwan.
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[image: A Taiwan rescue team prepares to go into the Taroko Gorge following the quake]



	

‘Not your typical Ramadan’: Muslim Americans focus on Gaza in holy month

Muslim Americans have rebuffed some politicians, held fundraisers and scaled back festivities to show support for Gaza.
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EXCLUSIVE

Indigenous people in Philippines’s north ‘ready to fight’ as tensions rise

The remote island of Itbayat is in the eye of any conflict with China and its residents are preparing themselves.
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[image: A view of the port in Itbayat. There are jagged cliffs and rocks. A small boat is tied to the shore with ropes, People are waiting to board. The sea looks choppy. The island spreads out behind.]



	
FORK THE SYSTEM

Revisiting molokhia amid war and displacement in Gaza

Six months into the relentless war, Al Jazeera reached out again to Siham to document how her life in Gaza has changed.
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Where Rwanda’s genocide perpetrators and survivors live side by side

A man killed his friend’s husband because he was Tutsi. Now the two live together in a ‘reconciliation village’.
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[image: It took years for Laurence to forgive Thacien, a neighbour and life long friend that killed her husband during the genocide [Andrei Popoviciu/Al Jazeera]]





See full coverage
Eid Mubarak: Hear greetings in different languages
The first day of Eid will be celebrated on April 10. Here is how to wish someone a blessed Eid in various languages.

[image: Interactive-eid-greetings-cover-April4-2024-1712214243]
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